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A B S T R A C T

Digitalization through Industry 4.0 technologies is one of the essential steps for the complete collaboration,
communication, and integration of heterogeneous resources in a manufacturing organization towards improv-
ing manufacturing performance. One of the ways is to measure the effective utilization of critical resources, also
known as bottlenecks. Finding such critical resources in a manufacturing system has been a significant focus
of manufacturing research for several decades. However, finding a bottleneck in a complex manufacturing
system is difficult due to the interdependencies and interactions of many resources. In this work, a digital
twin framework is developed to detect, diagnose, and improve bottleneck resources using utilization-based
bottleneck analysis, process mining, and diagnostic analytics. Unlike existing bottleneck detection methods,
this novel approach is capable of directly utilizing enterprise data from multiple levels, namely production
planning, process execution, and asset monitoring, to generate event-log which can be fed into a digital twin.
This enables not only the detection and diagnosis of bottleneck resources, but also validation of various what-
if improvement scenarios. The digital twin itself is generated through process mining techniques, which can
extract the main process map from a complex system. The results show that the utilization can detect both sole
and shifting bottlenecks in a complex manufacturing system. Diagnosing and managing bottleneck resources
through the proposed approach yielded a minimum throughput improvement of 10% in a real factory setting.
The concept of a custom digital twin for a specific context and goal opens many new possibilities for studying
the strong interaction of multi-source data and decision-making in a manufacturing system. This methodology
also has the potential to be exploited for multi-objective optimization of bottleneck resources.
1. Introduction

In this current age of digitalization and data, manufacturing compa-
nies need to adapt rapidly to technological changes brought by Industry
4.0 revolution in order to be competitive and sustainable. However,
real factory data has both stochastic and dynamic characteristics due to
random events such as machine failures, processing time, and material
arrival [1–3], and it needs to be transformed into knowledge for a man-
ufacturing company to move towards being a data-driven organization.
Generally, manufacturing systems are categorized as continuous or
discrete [2]. In the current paper, we focus on discrete manufacturing
systems where data-driven initiatives can be implemented to create
knowledge from data.

Manufacturing performance measures organizational objectives and
it is mainly governed by repeatability and predictability [2]. Repeata-
bility determines manufacturing consistency and preciseness of output,
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while predictability refers to forecasting of manufacturing output. The
repeatability can be measured by production rate, which is the number
of products produced in a specified time. This repeatability is also
called throughput (TH). Similarly, Manufacturing organizations become
competitive by increasing TH and reducing inventory [4]. The author
invented the term ‘bottleneck’ (BT) for a resource whose capacity de-
termines the system TH. Every manufacturing system has BT resources,
which can be leveraged to control product flow [4]. Hence, BT detec-
tion is essential to achieve long-term sustainability and productivity
objectives. Many methods, such as model and data-driven, have been
developed to detect the BT, but Roser et al. [5] argued that two-thirds
of the BT detected by existing methods differ from what managers of
the line believe. Most of the previous methods are based on a single
routing manufacturing system, and a BT is a higher utilization resource.
However, today’s manufacturing systems consist of complex product
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routing where the arrival rate is different for each resource, and the
BT may not be one with the slowest resource [6]. The current digital
transformation is enabling organizations in capturing this complex
product routing information. However, there is still limited research
on complex manufacturing layouts, capturing a real-time stochastic
behavior to detect the BT using data-driven methods [7]. A challenge
that still exists is: Can a data-driven methodology be developed to detect
BTs in complex manufacturing systems consisting of both processing and
assembly operations, and can it provide TH improvement recommendations
for decision-making?

This paper answers the above questions in a robust methodological
way by presenting a digital twin (DT) framework for detecting the
BT on complex manufacturing systems using utilization-based analyt-
ics. Furthermore, detected BT needs diagnosis for TH improvement
opportunities. The proposed methodology exploits shop-floor data by
creating process-centric event-log from them using process mining
which generates abstracted process map. On this map, a manufac-
turing area is then selected to form a DT for BT detection and TH
improvement.

In addition, detecting the BT resource requires insights from data
which is generated using production planning, process execution, and
asset monitoring. Firstly, high-level production planning confirms the
availability of resources. Secondly, at the medium level, resources
perform process execution steps. Finally, these resources are moni-
tored and controlled to get the most output from the manufactur-
ing resources. This multi-source information needs data merging, pre-
processing, and exploration. Processed data needs validation to confirm
current process execution in a manufacturing system.

The key contributions of the paper are:

• A DT framework for BT detection and TH improvement is intro-
duced, which bridges the gap between process and data science.

• Utilization-based BT detection proposed, which detects sole and
shifting BT for any complex routing manufacturing system.

• BT diagnosis is investigated to find possible improvement areas
for detected BT.

• TH improvement opportunities are analyzed for decision-making.
• The proposed methodology is illustrated by a hypothetical simu-

lation model and a real-world application.

To this end, Section 2 gives an overview of the literature on BT
detection and factory physics fundamentals. Section 3 proposes a DT
framework consisting of data collection, functional, and user interac-
tion to detect sole and shifting BT for TH improvement recommen-
dations. Section 4 reports DT verification on a real-world application.
Furthermore, Section 5 discusses research contributions and implica-
tions for industry practitioners. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper
and mentions our future research directions.

2. Literature review

Manufacturing performance is based on the organization’s goals,
characterized by resource utilization or total lead time. This organi-
zation’s goal achievement is decided by a resource which is termed
a BT [8,9]. A BT that constrains a system to achieve a shorter lead
time is defined as cycle time BT, whereas TH BT constraints a system
preventing higher resource utilization in terms of TH rate. BT in a sys-
tem is used to control product flow reflecting long-term utilization [4].
TH is measured using Little’s law as 𝑇𝐻 = 𝑊 𝐼𝑃∕𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑇 𝑖𝑚𝑒.

owever, these attributes cannot be measured to estimate TH. A system
onsists of independent machines forming a workstation or a cell
nd creating a manufacturing line [6]. Resource performance can be
stimated using parameters such as buffer level, machine blockage,
r starvation [10]. Based on these parameters, different BT methods
xist in the literature, which are categorized into model-based and
ata-driven and are summarized in Table 1. The model-based meth-
ds form an analytical or a simulation model representing resource
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arameters such as machine productivity, reliability, quality, buffer
apacity, and flow routing. These parameters measure the manufactur-
ng system’s performance. However, data-driven methods use real-time
anufacturing data. The model-based methods require manufacturing

ystem understanding and need appropriate statistical distribution for
odeling parameters. Although many TH BT methods exist in the

iterature, they may not be active every time as resources are not
tilized 100% of the time. Therefore, an organization can achieve its
oals by determining TH BT and improving resource utilization [9,11].

In model-based methods, Hopp and Spearman [6] define BT as a
esource having the highest utilization rate, given by 𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒∕
𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒. This definition is valid in all manufacturing systems as
alidated by Kasemset and Kachitvichyanukul [12] using simulation.
ue to the inherent resource variability, a detected BT need not be

tationary, in which case it is called a shifting BT [13]. This shifting
T can be measured using queue length variation across workstations.
f its value is near one, all workstations have an equal BT probability,
hifting between workstations. If its value is near zero, there is only

static BT. The shifting BT is also observed by Zhao and Li [14],
ho improved a BT station by assigning additional resources, and the
rimary BT shifted to another resource. Besides machine utilization,
IP inventory can also be used to find a BT [15]. However, it is difficult

o measure in real-time; hence machine blockage and starvation time
s used. A BT is located upstream of a machine 𝑚𝑗+1 if blockage time of
𝑗 is less than starvation time of 𝑚𝑗+1 (𝑚𝑏𝑗 < 𝑚𝑠𝑗+1), and BT machine

s located downstream of 𝑚𝑗−1 if starvation time of 𝑚𝑗 is less than
lockage time 𝑚𝑗−1 (𝑚𝑠𝑗 < 𝑚𝑏𝑗−1) as show in Fig. 1. In this figure,
𝑗 is a BT where blocking arrow from 𝑚𝑗−1 and starving arrow from
𝑗+1 pointing towards 𝑚𝑗 . However, for multiple BT, the severity of
lockage and starvation on a workstation is estimated, and the machine
hat has the highest sensitivity for TH change is identified as a BT in
multi-product serial line with assembly [14,15]. Besides seeing only

roduction BT, quality BT is introduced by Meerkov and Zhang [16],
n which a resource affects TH severely. This method assumes Bernoulli
eliability and quality models, which were simulated on serial lines
ith single and multiple inspection stations with constant processing

ime. However, this approach considers one parameter for detecting
T, but practically, multiple factors affect system performance. To
vercome this problem, Chiang et al. [17,18] formulated a method
onsidering the Markovian approach with two machine performance
arameters: uptime and downtime. The method detects BT where a
achine’s uptime and downtime are most critical. This method detects
BT whose increased machine uptime or downtime has the maximum

mpact on system performance. The arrow method is extended to a flex-
ble manufacturing system (FMS) producing multi-product [19]. Apart
rom this, some operation research methods were developed. Zhao et al.
20] proposed BT detection using a network model with workstation
apacity on the assembly line. This network model is converted into
combinatorial max-flow optimization problem which was solved by

he genetic algorithm. To meet the current industry demand for BT
etection in FMS, Yan et al. [21] propose shifting BT analysis. This
ethod changes working and idle states using a self-learning method

n a knowledgeable manufacturing system. The shifting BT depends
n the machine’s busy state and buffers in front of a resource, whereas
he Roser et al. [22] method detects BT shift due to random failure
f a machine. BT can also be controlled using resource variability and
s defined as a variation of processing time, demand, and machine
ailure [13]. BT can be detected and controlled by having a minimum
ycle time [23]. In addition, Sengupta et al. [24] proposed inter-
eparture time method and a resource time broken into working (busy),
dle (due to blocked up-stream resource), self failure, and down-stream
esource failure or full buffer (blocked-down). A resource blocked-up
nd blocked-down time are added, and a resource with the lowest
locked-up and blocked-down time is detected as a bottleneck. Simi-
arly, Betterton and Silver [25] developed the inter-departure variance
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Fig. 1. Serial production system consisting of buffers and machines with blockage and starvation probabilities along with start and end time for 𝑖th instance on machine 𝑗.
Table 1
Summary of literature review.
Author Method Metrics used for bottleneck detection

Lawrence and Buss [13] Queue length WIP inventory queue

Kuo et al. [15] Arrow method Blockage and starvation time

Hopp and Spearman [6] Factory physics or utilization Arrival and output rate

Roser et al. [26] Active period Processing time contribution in working,
repair, set-up

Li et al. [27] Turning point Blockage and starvation time

Sengupta et al. [24] Inter-departure time Blocked upstream and blocked
downstream time

Leporis and Zedenka [28] Criticality indicator Utilization, blocking, starving, waiting
for operator

Aalst et al. [29] Process mining Highest cycle time

Betterton and Silver [25] Inter-departure time variance Inter-departure time

Muthiah and Huang [30] OTE OEE, quality efficiency, and theoretical
processing time

Zhao et al. [20] Network Model Cycle time

Roser et al. [5] Bottleneck walk Observations WIP inventories

Zhang and Matta [31] Discrete Event Optimization Decrease of downtime

Subramaniyan et al. [32] Active period Processing time contribution in
processing, repair, set-up

Tang [33] OEE Availability, efficiency, and quality
performance

Subramaniyan et al. [34] Clustering Active period

Kahraman et al. [35] Projected buffer depletion Buffer level measurement

Kumbhar et al. [36] Utilization or Busy ratio Arrival and output rate
BT method on a serial line, and a resource having the smallest inter-
departure variance is BT. This method has a few limitations, such
as large buffers surrounding a resource having a faster machine with
minimum downtime.

However, model-based methods depend on a performance metric,
metric combination such as overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) is
used to detect a BT [30,33]. Tao et al. [37] modified OEE, and a
resource with the lowest standalone OEE is detected as a BT. The
method is verified using BT detection on a vehicle assembly plant. Simi-
larly, Muthiah and Huang [30] used OEE to come up overall throughput
effectiveness (OTE) (𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑇𝐻∕𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑇𝐻). For example, consider a
serial line as depicted in Fig. 1. Suppose machine 𝑚𝑗−1 is producing with
less than 100% quality efficiency, then the output from a machine 𝑚𝑗 is
dependent on output and quality efficiency from the machine 𝑚𝑗−1. OTE
s calculated with OEE, quality efficiency, and theoretical processing.
he method was validated with serial, parallel, and complex systems
imulation examples and an industrial case.

Apart from the usual performance parameters of resources, Roser
t al. [26] suggested breaking processing time into the active and in-
ctive states. Active state refers to a condition contributing to system
H: working, maintenance, setup, and repair. In-active state refers to
aiting. A resource with the highest average active state is referred

o as a BT resource. In addition, Roser et al. [22] extended the active
eriod for shifting BT, which occurs for a given time if BT active period
verlaps with another resource’s active period. No station is the sole
T during this state and BT shifts between overlapped resources. The
roposed method is simulated on a flow and job shop production. This
94
method is robust compared to the queue length shifting BT [13], as the
active period fluctuates lesser than the queue length. Due to different
state data availability, the active period method helps to diagnose BT.
Generally, a BT is assumed to be a machine, but it can be an AGV, a
robot, or a human worker [38]. In addition, Leporis and Zedenka [28]
developed a BT detection having the highest criticality indicator among
workstations. This indicator is derived from the cumulative addition
of the average difference between utilization, blocking, starving, and
waiting for labor. Furthermore, Zhang and Matta [31] developed the
BT method using benders decomposition MILP model using discrete
event optimization on a flow line. The BT is detected where a minimum
decrease in downtime of a machine gives desired increase of TH (by
decreasing overall cycle time). The model is compared with the arrow
method and converges faster than the arrow method.

Apart from the model and data-driven methods, Roser et al. [5]
proposed observing process inventories in a system that is defined as BT
walk. It eliminates processes that are not waiting for the parts. A BT is
upstream of the starved process if it is waiting for the parts, or a BT is in
a downstream process where the process is blocked for parts transport.
BT detection is also explored in areas where a buffer is large such as
mining operations [35]. The process needs to hold cycle inventory for
a batch, and the output rate is lesser than the input rate. So, input to
a buffer is possibly a BT and is termed as buffer depletion projection.
The minimum of all buffer depletion is detected as a BT.

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of literature
on data-driven BT detection. Li et al. [27] proposed the turning point
method using buffer, which absorbs variation, to segment machine-
buffer combination. A machine is BT, where an existing process blocks
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upstream and starves downstream components flow. This BT machine
has minimum starvation and blockage time, reversing this magnitude
before and after BT. Heuristic ‘‘BT index’’ is introduced if a system
has multiple BT, and its magnitude indicates BT criticality. The turning
point method can detect local and global BT, whereas the arrow method
can detect only local BT [11]. Li [39] extended the turning point on
complex production systems consisting of concurrent and closed-loop
feedback processes. Instead of comparing blockage and starvation, Li
[40] subtracted uptime from upstream blockage or downstream star-
vation, and the lowest estimate is assigned for a machine. A machine
which is having the smallest estimate is detected as BT. The method has
been proven analytically and simulated on a serial line that can detect
BT in the short-term and long-term. However, this method fails in a
complex production system like assembly, feedback loop, and parallel
line. To find BT on a complex production line, the production line is
broken down into a serial line by considering pseudo station [7] to
identify the BT using the turning point. Subramaniyan et al. [32,41]
proposed a data-driven BT detection method based on the notion of
active period [38] on a serial line and were validated on a real-case
study. This method detects a BT with the highest active period of
a resource, and BT is diagnosed with respective active period state
contributions. Kumbhar et al. [36] extended Hopp and Spearman [6]
utilization method by median estimate of 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒∕𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 imple-
mented on a real-case study. This method detects BT in a complex
manufacturing environment. Apart from this, unsupervised machine
learning is proposed to detect BT [34]. The active period percentage
for a combination of production run and machine is variable for time
series. On this time series, agglomerative hierarchical clustering with
complete linkage was performed with dynamic time wrapping (DTW)
as a similarity measure. The Elbow method is used to choose the
number of clusters, and a cluster having the highest active period is
detected as a BT cluster, and all machines in that cluster are identified
as BT. In addition, data-driven BT detection methods are based on real-
time data; however, BT estimate does not capture complete process
variation. Due to this, there is no consensus among detected BT. Hence
a statistical comparison is essential to assess BT method reliability [10].
Simultaneous statistical tests like Holm and BH were used for more
than two BT methods, assuming the independence of BT estimates. BT
reliability depends on the type of BT method, statistical significance
level, number of batches, minimum accuracy, and batch independence
assumption. The author has developed a statistical framework with the
above factors using the design of experiment, which revealed a level
of significance and independence assumptions as the most influencing
factors. In addition, Thürer et al. [42] compared the BT detection
method on job and flow shop using maximum workload, utilization,
active period, inter-departure time variance, and corrected workload.
TH is measured which is based on shorter lead time with mean tar-
diness and tardy percentage indicators. The design of experiment was
conducted with shop type as a blocking factor, and the main effects are
BT severity, shifting BT parameter, BT location, and BT method. The
multiple comparisons were conducted using the Schaffe test to obtain
performance differences. Finally, BT accuracy depends on sample size
and type of production system [10], and active period and utilization
performed well compared to inter-departure time variance [42].

Due to the availability of real-time data, a process map which
shows manufacturing status at a particular time is converted into a
dynamic map which is termed as process mining [29]. It consists of
process discovery, conformance, and enhancement. Process mining can
be used with different perspectives, such as control flow, organization,
and time. If resources capture events with the timestamp, then time-
perspective process mining helps to analyze the as-is process [36].
In process discovery, an actual process is visualized and defined as-is
process model. Any variation between the as-is and designed process
model is measured with replay fitness. If it is one, then both models
conform; else as-is process model is different from expected. This non-
95

conformed model discrepancy can be detected, such as BT, service
level, or TH. A BT is identified where the process takes longer than what
expected. To quantify this approach, Lorenz et al. [1] implemented
process mining in a real manufacturing scenario. The author uses event-
log to build an actual process model and found process discrepancies
due to BT. In addition, Leng et al. [43] show how a DT for optimiza-
tion of warehouse stack assignment and packaging. They explain how
to extract event-log from warehouse products consisting of different
states, such as the movement of a stacker for searching a material
from inventory and moving the goods to a destination with respective
timestamps.

Every physical asset is converted into a digital asset in the cur-
rent digitalization age. One way to make a DT is a digital replica
of a physical system with real-time operations. It can perform data
analytics, simulation, and optimization for decision-making recom-
mendations [44]. There is no single DT for all problems; however,
it depends on the defined objective and scope. For example, a DT
consists of a CNC machine to track manufacturing stages for opera-
tor interaction [44] or a dedicated machining center to optimize the
simulation model for optimum cutter orientation and tool-path for
the next steps [45]. For example, Friederich et al. [46] developed an
automated manufacturing DT that extracts real-time data and develops
a simulation model using process mining Petri-nets for asset reliability.
In addition, Lugaresi and Matta [47] developed a DT simulation model
with no manual intervention using process mining. Yet, both Friederich
et al., Lugaresi and Matta [46,47] DT based on object-centric event-
log which needs process-centric event-log for complex product routing.
Lastly, a DT have been demonstrated by Bambura et al. [48] on a
real production system to increase productivity. However, the authors
do not demonstrate sole and shifting BT detection, diagnosis, and
improvement on any real-world manufacturing systems.

In past literature, TH improvements are performed for specific
resource characteristics without BT analysis. For example, system im-
provement using online maintenance decisions Li et al., Eun et al. [49,
50] focused only on failure and improving system performance. Lorenz
et al. [1] suggested reducing non-value added activities and improving
cycle time for TH [16]. However, cycle and failure time cannot be re-
duced continuously, and BT analysis using active and in-active periods
is helpful to target specific improvement opportunities [51,52]. Roser
et al. [51] tried TH improvement by reducing cycle and idle time.
With the dynamic characteristic of BT, Lawrence and Buss [13] show
BT improvement may cause shifting BT. Hence, BT analysis for TH
improvement is crucial to avoid shifting BT.

The practical value of integrating DTs with descriptive, diagnostic,
predictive, and prescriptive analytics in manufacturing has been ex-
tensively covered in the literature. However, real-world examples of
how such frameworks can be implemented are still needed to evaluate
the efficacy and usefulness of DTs in shop-floor operations, specifically
BT analysis. Based on a review of existing studies [1,53,54], we have
identified the following specific research gaps that need to be explored
further:

• How can multiple sources of enterprise data from multiple levels,
namely production planning (ERP), process execution (MES), and
asset monitoring (SCADA), be integrated to gain a unified view
of shop-floor operations in complex manufacturing system?

• How can the integrated data be used to build a DT, without the
need for expert knowledge which may not be readily available for
complex real-world systems?

• How can the DT be combined with methods for descriptive, di-
agnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analytics in order to detect,
diagnose, and improve BTs in complex manufacturing systems?

• and finally, how can a framework that combines all of the above
functional elements be implemented to analyze and improve

shop-floor operations in a complex real-world setting?
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The above research gaps are addressed through the DT frame-
work proposed in this paper. The underlying layer of a DT is the
data collection layer which consists of production planning (ERP),
process execution (MES), and asset monitoring (SCADA). On top of
this, the core entity creates an as-is process map. This complex map
needs abstraction, and DT is created to analyze real-time data. It
performs BT detection, analysis, and TH improvement recommenda-
tions for decision-making. Finally, the result is presented on a dash-
board to analyze the current manufacturing system for improvement
opportunities.

3. A digital twin framework

A digital replica of a physical system that uses sensor data for
monitoring, controlling, predicting, and performing what-if scenario
analysis is called a digital twin (DT) [44]. Leng et al. [55] compare
the simulation model and a DT from the perspective of a smart man-
ufacturing system. Any digital model can be categorized as a digital
replica, a digital shadow, or a DT. A digital replica, as the name
suggests is a digital representation of a physical object in the digital
world. A digital shadow approximates a physical system in a math-
ematical form. Finally, the DT emulates actual functional properties
of the lifecycle of a physical system, and can be managed by real-
time data coming from a physical system. The authors also provide
an extensive literature review on product lifecycle focusing on phys-
ical equipment properties such as functional, structural, behavioral,
controller, intelligence, and performance level. Across each level, DT
models were developed in the industry. Our current study focuses on
the integration of intelligence and performance-level DT. In addition,
Leng et al. [56] propose an open architecture of a production line to re-
configure physical elements for optimizing operational decisions using
an ensemble algorithm. Their proposed methodology is implemented
on an assembly line to evaluate system reliability and performance. The
system performance is measured with different attributes such as TH, so
that BT can be determined and the cycle time can be reduced. However,
it is necessary first to find the BT in a complex manufacturing system
and determine the cause based on the SCADA system.

A DT could be a piece of equipment, a facility, or a manufacturing
environment defined as an observable manufacturing element (OME).
For example, in a manufacturing organization, a group of resources
forms OME. The framework of a DT is shown in Fig. 2 and consists
of entities: physical system, data collection and system control, core,
and user. An OME executes operational activities by adding value to
incoming raw materials. This OME generates data and is controlled by
an operator or automated control through PLCs. Core entities include
creating event-log with asset monitoring, DT using process mining, and
decision-making knowledge in the form of visualization. In conclusion,
a DT is a digital replica that helps in decision-making.

3.1. Observable manufacturing element

A physical system entity is an OME that is a study’s focus. It can be a
machine, product, personnel, process, environment, or entire physical
system. This OME performs process execution on incoming material.
The process execution consists of instructions, which generate sensor
data with event types. In addition, it interacts with data collection and
device control entities.

3.2. Data collection and device control entity

A domain that captures data and controls OME is the data collection
and device control entity. It bridges OME working with system control
by operating personnel. It includes the following functional elements
(FEs):
96
• Data Collection FE: An OME under consideration is controlled and
managed by a hierarchy of production planning orders. These orders
are in the form of data for OME control and monitoring. These hierar-
chical orders include planning, execution, and monitoring. First, the
planning level allocates resources for a planned order. Subsequently,
the allocated resources execute a sequence of activities by adding
value to WIP, and processed material follows the next resource which
is captured as process execution. Finally, every resource is monitored
and controlled using sensors [57].

• Data Pre-processing FE: Data generated during operation requires
initial data pre-processing like cleaning, integration, and transfor-
mation. First, data cleaning involves removing default initialization
steps, treating missing instances, and data standardization. Data in-
tegration combines and consolidates data coming from the hierar-
chy of production planning. Finally, data needs adequate variable
transformations.

• Controlling FE: An OME is controlled by operating personnel or
automated control through PLCs. For example, reactive maintenance
is performed by maintenance personnel.

• Actuation FE: An OME is activated using inherent functioning, which
takes input from operating personnel or automated control through
PLCs.

3.3. Core entity

In the core entity, BT detection and TH improvement continuously
analyzes the production process to detect BT with the help of event-log
from a manufacturing system. Depending on the severity of detected
BT, possible improvement opportunities are determined and suggested
for operator decision-making. A user could visualize results such as
resource utilization, asset monitoring contributions for a detected BT,
and TH output after a what-if scenario analysis. Therefore, a DT is
continuously enhanced by the daily production process and becomes
more comprehensive to make any decision on a shop-floor for possible
TH improvement. This core entity consists of event-log, DT, asset
monitoring, process mining, simulation, and analytics.

• Event-log FE: Event-log record OME production execution. For ex-
ample, an event consists of operation steps performed on a resource,
and one step is represented by a case ID. A case ID can trace process
execution consisting of event types and timestamps. Typical data is
captured as object-centric. If this is true, it needs transformation into
process-centric event-log representing one case ID with a sequence
of resources. If different case IDs exist, they should be consolidated
according to a primary case ID [29]. Aggregation of cases forms
event-log. It has additional features like case ID, activity, and times-
tamp. In addition, data quality checks were performed on event-log,
such as data trustworthiness, validation of process execution steps,
and coherent semantic structure. In conclusion, these logs help to
discover an actual production execution.

• Process Mining FE: Process mining consumes the event-log to cre-
ate process discovery, validate process conformance, and enhance
existing processes. The process discovery helps to produce a dynamic
process map without prior domain knowledge [29]. Furthermore, this
time-perspective process discovers flow routing useful for creating an
analytical or a simulation model [2]. Moreover, it helps to generate
complex OME routing for validation with the designed system. As a
result, it is helpful to enhance the existing system if any discrepancies
are observed in the process map.

• Digital Twin FE: Process mining generates a dynamic map represent-
ing resource dependencies and interaction, which is captured by the
manufacturing system. An in-scope target area is selected from the
process map to form a DT. As DT works on real-time data, it does not
consider any statistical distribution for processing, failure, and repair
time. Therefore, a DT represents a digital replica of an OME showing
process activities with disturbances.
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Fig. 2. Digital twin consisting of observable manufacturing system, data collection and device control entity, core entity and user entity.
Source: Adapted from [44].
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• Analytics FE: The Analytics FE analyzes an OME with the help of a
DT. Analytics is performed by a sequence of steps such as describ-
ing existing OME, diagnosing current behavior, and decision-making
recommendations.

Descriptive Analytics: The descriptive analytics summarizes event-
log by estimating the utilization of resources to achieve the desired
goal [7]. Utilization of a resource is defined as 𝑢 = 𝑟∕𝑐, where 𝑟 is
the input rate and 𝑐 is the capacity of a resource [9,36], which applies
to complex flow manufacturing routing. An input rate is calculated as
the inter-arrival rate, and the capacity of a resource is determined by
processing time. Here, processing time refers to actual process time,
including setup, failure, and other possible distractors.

Fig. 1 shows on an activity 𝑗, an instance 𝑖 starts at 𝑆𝑇𝑖 start time
nd completes at 𝐸𝑇𝑖 end time with processing time 𝑃𝑇𝑖 (𝑃𝑇𝑖 = 𝐸𝑇𝑖 −
𝑇𝑖) and inter-arrival time 𝐼𝐴𝑇𝑖 (𝐼𝐴𝑇𝑖 = 𝑆𝑇𝑖 − 𝑆𝑇𝑖−1). The utilization
f a resource is calculated as a measure of busyness denoted by busy
atio (𝐵𝑅) and is given by:

usy ratio (𝐵𝑅) =
(

𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

)

=
⎛

⎜

⎜

⎝

1
𝐼𝐴𝑇𝑖+1

1
𝑃𝑇𝑖

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎠

=
(

𝐸𝑇𝑖 − 𝑆𝑇𝑖
𝑆𝑇𝑖+1 − 𝑆𝑇𝑖

)

(1)

The resource 𝐵𝑅 is random and independent, and the ratio is esti-
ated over a given period for all resources. A resource with the highest
ean utilization constrains the system’s output which is identified

s a BT. If one or two resources have the highest mean 𝐵𝑅, they
eed further diagnosing to determine the cause, which is explained in
iagnostic analytics.
Diagnostic Analytics: Diagnosing resource 𝐵𝑅 is determined by

onitoring individual resources using the asset monitoring. Typically,
resource that performs operations can stay in different states like

rocessing, failure, repair, setup, waiting for personnel or waiting
or material. An effective processing time for a case is obtained by
ggregation of processing, failure, repair, and setup time [26]. This
ffective processing time is called an active period. On the other hand,
97
he inactive period consists of waiting for material and operator, which
re primary TH improvement opportunities.
Prescriptive Analytics: Based on the resource diagnosis, the busiest

esources are detected and targeted for TH improvement opportunities.
hese resources were analyzed by active and in-active periods by ex-
loring the diagnostic capability of the data and reducing sequentially
n-active period, failure, and cycle time.

.4. User entity

DT’s results are analyzed by a user using the user interface. First, a
ser can check the data coming from different sources in a manufactur-
ng system. Then, a user can select a period from the uploaded sheet
nd visualize a descriptive analysis of 𝐵𝑅 using a box-plot. Box-plot
elps in identifying potential BT resources, and a user can choose more
han one resource for break-down analysis to see stochastic behavior
f 𝐵𝑅. Furthermore, 𝐵𝑅 contributions over a selected period help
etermine the cause of 𝐵𝑅 and TH improvement actions.

.5. An illustrative example

The methodology is verified using a hypothetical serial product mix
imulation model consisting of five machines, four buffers, and two
ources, as shown in Fig. 3. Machine processing times were assumed
o be uniform, and time to failure and repair were kept constant. The
imulation was performed for 12 hours in FACTS Analyzer 2.0 [58].
ource1 generates two products (A and B) at the rate of 2 ∶ 1 for the

irst six hours, after which Source2 generates products (A and B) at
a 1 ∶ 2 production rate. The processing times for product variants are
ifferent on machines M2 and M4, as shown in Fig. 3.

Table 2 shows the mean values of 𝐵𝑅 for all machines by source and
t includes the result of ANOVA test for significant differences between
he means at 𝛼 = 0.05 level of significance. As the 𝑝-value of less than
𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎 indicates, at least one 𝐵𝑅 mean is significantly different from
thers. Subsequently, the Tukey–Kramer post-hoc comparison test was
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Fig. 3. FACTS Analyzer model for serial flow line with product mix.
Table 2
Mean values of busy ratios (𝐵𝑅) for all machines before and after source change. Bold
values indicate the highest observed 𝐵𝑅 for each phase of the simulation horizon.

Machine Mean 𝐵𝑅 (Source1) Mean 𝐵𝑅 (Source2)

M1 0.975 0.966
M2 0.929 0.987
M3 0.928 0.931
M4 0.984 0.931
M5 0.944 0.957

ANOVA Test 0.00* 0.00*

*Indicates significant difference in 𝐵𝑅 means across cells at 0.05 level of significance.

Table 3
Tukey–Kramer pairwise difference tests between all pairs of 𝐵𝑅 means.
𝐻0 Source 1 Source 2

t value p value t value p value

M2−M1 ≤ 0 −6.605 1 3.236 0.005*
M3−M1 ≤ 0 −6.757 1 −5.196 1
M4−M1 ≤ 0 1.246 0.522 −5.275 1
M5−M1 ≤ 0 −4.472 1 −1.265 1
M3−M2 ≤ 0 −0.158 0.998 −8.443 1
M4−M2 ≤ 0 7.834 1e−04* −8.523 1
M5−M2 ≤ 0 2.122 0.124 −4.510 1
M4−M3 ≤ 0 7.984 1e−04* −0.077 0.995
M5−M3 ≤ 0 2.278 0.087 3.941 0.000*
M5−M4 ≤ 0 −5.704 1 4.019 0.000*

*Indicates significant pair of 𝐵𝑅 means at 0.05 level of significance.

performed to identify machines with significantly higher 𝐵𝑅s. This test
was selected to compare the means of unequal samples from machines.
The one-tailed higher difference in mean comparison than zero was
tested with a 0.05 level of significance.

Table 3 shows the results of the post-hoc analysis, which revealed a
statistically significant difference between machine pairs. Interestingly,
this table was not only showing sole BT but also detected shifting
BT. A significant difference in 𝐵𝑅 means for Source 1 having (𝑡 =
7.834, 𝑡 = 7.984) for M4 - M2 ≤ 0, M4 - M3 ≤ 0 pair, respectively. This
shows that a pair M4 - M2 was BT pair from the Source1, and after
comparing with 𝐵𝑅 mean as seen in Table 2, M4 was a BT. Similarly,
there was significant difference of 𝐵𝑅 means for Source 2 having
(𝑡 = 3.941, 𝑡 = 4.019, 𝑡 = 3.236) for M5 - M3 ≤ 0, M5 - M4 ≤ 0, M2
- M1 ≤ 0 pair respectively. From this Source 2, pairs M5 - M3, M5
- M4, and M2 - M1 were possible BT pairs. After comparing with 𝐵𝑅
mean in Table 2, machine M2 had highest 𝐵𝑅 among other cells. Hence,
it can be concluded that BT shifted from machine M4 to M2 during the
period.
98
4. Results from a real manufacturing facility

The proposed TH BT detection and improvement methodology
was tested and verified in a fully-automated manufacturing facility
in Gothenburg, Sweden. The facility manufactures different assembled
bearings with in-house and out-source processed components by auto-
mated machines, cells, and transport systems. The facility produces in
batches with a make-to-stock manufacturing strategy. In the following
sections, the DT framework was implemented in the manufacturing
facility having OME, data collection and device control, core and user
entity.

To adhere to confidentiality requirements with the manufactur-
ing company, the data and product flow were masked during the
presentation of the below results.

4.1. Observable manufacturing element

The manufacturing system is consisted of complex components
routing having seven operations and two assembly machines, as shown
in Fig. 4. Materials to be processed on machines start from a source,
transported via AGVs using containers. Next, the containers and AGVs
follow a product variant path. Finally, the assembly machine assembled
processed components to form FG.

4.2. Data collection and device control entity

The production system generated information through a sequence
of activities. This information flow was categorized into enterprise
planning, production execution, and process monitoring. At an en-
terprise level, customer demand is aggregated at a product variant
and confirmed dependencies on raw materials and resource availabil-
ity. Subsequently, an order is released to a manufacturing line. This
mapping of resources to a customer demand is logged as an entry
into the ERP system. Afterward, the manufacturing line executes an
order from ERP to produce individual components for the final product
variant. Finally, processed components are combined to produce a
finished product with the help of containers and transport systems.
These transport activities are recorded into MES. Machine-level states
and events are monitored and recorded at the micro-level in SCADA.
All these hierarchical data are shown in Table 4 to analyze information
flow across the system.

The production order with BatchId ‘‘10’’ producing material
‘‘FG’’, is split by materials ‘‘Part 1’’, and ‘‘Part 2’’. Each individ-
ual material processes on a different activity. Here, activity
refers to a resource. Containers are carrying material across activ-
ities. For example, on activity ‘‘M4’’, input material sup-
plied using ConatinerId ‘‘C155’’ and processed material leaves via
ContainerId ‘‘C156’’.
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Fig. 4. Digital twin for complex manufacturing system (OME) consisting of data collection and system control, core entity, and user interface entity. The image at the top left is
licensed under CC BY 3.0 [59].
Table 4

Container transfer material from one machine to the next using

AGVs. For example, in Table 4 for Part 1 activity involved are ‘‘M1’’,
‘‘B1’’, and ‘‘M2’’ with respective EventType. EventType describes
overall process execution steps like container Id created, assigned,
arrived, and left.

Resources are being monitored and recorded in SCADA, as shown
in Table 4. It captures combinations of Light and Light Indi-
cator from an activity. The distinct values of Light Indicator
and Lights are (Blinking, Solid Light, No Light), (Green,
Blue, Yellow, White, Stop, Stopping) respectively.

4.3. Core entity

As the name suggests, the core entity is the core of BT detection
and TH improvement. It includes the following components as shown
in Fig. 4:

Event-log Generation: The ERP and MES data are combined to gen-
erate event-log. It can trace components using containers and transport
systems. Generated logs are transformed from object-centric (Batch)
to process-centric (MainBatch) to trace a product variant. A Main-
Batch is comprised of many components with Batch and Con-
tainerId required to form a product variant.

Process Mining: The process-centric logs is given as input to pro-
cess mining software to create a dynamic process map [29]. The
generated process map is shown in Fig. 5, showing the actual product
routing in a manufacturing system; however, it is too complex to
understand, as every instance of event-log is shown in the process
map. Therefore, the process map is analyzed, and a particular area is
selected for further analysis. If OME resource paths are stable for an
extended period, the abstracted process map remained the same and
needs periodic revision.
99
Organizational data across all levels of process execution.
ERP (Production Planning)

Activ-
ity

Event
Type

Batch Id Time Material Con-
tainer
Id

A1 100 10 𝑡1 FG C150
A1 110 10 𝑡2 FG C151
M4 100 30 𝑡3 Part 1 C155
M4 110 30 𝑡4 Part 1 C156
M5 100 60 𝑡5 Part 2 C180
M5 110 60 𝑡6 Part 2 C181

MES (Process Execution)

Activity Event Type Container Id Time Mate-
rial

M1 20 C180 𝑡3 Part1
M1 21 C180 𝑡4 Part1
B1 20 C180 𝑡5 Part1
B1 21 C180 𝑡6 Part1
M2 20 C180 𝑡7 Part1
M2 21 C180 𝑡8 Part1

SCADA (Asset Monitoring)

Activity Light Light Indicator Time
M1 Blinking 𝑡3
M1 Solid Light 𝑡4
M1 Blinking 𝑡7
M1 No light 𝑡8

DT: DT is an abstracted dynamic process map representing activities
and interconnection among them. It is a digital replica of the actual
OME, which continuously analyzing real-time event-log as shown in

Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Process map for manufacturing system generated using event-log using DISCO.
Fig. 6. Digital twin in FACTS software.
Analytics: DT is analyzed using analytics with real-time production.
Descriptive, diagnostic, and prescriptive analytics are performed on the
data to understand, analyze, and summarize the real-time process.

The event-log passing through DT are summarized by estimating
activity utilization. A utilization-based BT detection is implemented on
generated event-log. The mean 𝐵𝑅 for each cell is shown in Table 5.
For weeks 43 to 47 cell IRC2 was busiest, and after week 47 cell ORC2
100
was busiest compared to other cells, which indicates that multiple cells
were constraining the system output over the considered period.

Analysis of 𝐵𝑅 means for multiple cells is performed week-wise
using the ANOVA test to measure the equality of mean 𝐵𝑅 of cells.
The test result shows that 𝐵𝑅 significantly differs cell-wise on a weekly
basis. To further analyze which cells are most affected in the ANOVA
result, post-hoc analysis is performed to determine a significant cell pair
using the Tukey–Kramer test as shown in Table 6. The one-tailed test is
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Table 5
Mean values of busy ratios (𝐵𝑅) for all machines in each week. Bold values indicate the highest observed 𝐵𝑅 within that week.

Cell Week 43 Week 44 Week 45 Week 46 Week 47 Week 48 Week 49

IRC1 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.84 0.92 0.83 0.95
IRC2 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.96
ORC1 0.85 0.90 0.93 0.89 0.90 0.82 0.91
ORC2 0.84 0.90 0.95 0.89 0.88 0.95 0.96
PSC1 0.83 0.81 0.88 0.82 0.80 0.88 0.84
PSC2 0.85 0.80 0.82 0.81 0.72 0.87 0.84
PSC3 0.84 0.80 0.84 0.78 0.79 0.82 0.74

Test ANOVA 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00*

*Indicates a significant difference in 𝐵𝑅 means across cells at 0.05 level of significance.
Table 6
Tukey–Kramer pairwise difference tests between all pairs of 𝐵𝑅 means for weeks 46, 47, and 48.
𝐻0 Week 46 Week 47 Week 48

t value p value t value p value t value p value

IRC2−IRC1 ≤ 0 2.88 0.03 * 1.16 0.75 3.53 0.00*
ORC1−IRC1 ≤ 0 1.45 0.59 −0.85 1.00 −0.45 1.00
ORC2−IRC1 ≤ 0 1.63 0.47 −1.47 1.00 4.12 0.00*
PSC1−IRC1 ≤ 0 −0.68 1.00 −4.76 1.00 1.69 0.43
PSC2−IRC1 ≤ 0 −0.98 1.00 −7.34 1.00 1.33 0.65
PSC3−IRC1 ≤ 0 −2.04 1.00 −4.85 1.00 −0.33 1.00
ORC1−IRC2 ≤ 0 −1.79 1.00 −2.18 1.00 −5.70 1.00
ORC2−IRC2 ≤ 0 −1.67 1.00 −2.94 1.00 0.68 0.94
PSC1−IRC2 ≤ 0 −4.02 1.00 −6.38 1.00 −2.95 1.00
PSC2−IRC2 ≤ 0 −4.10 1.00 −8.9 1.00 −3.06 1.00
PSC3−IRC2 ≤ 0 −5.13 1.00 −6.34 1.00 −6.06 1.00
ORC2−ORC1 ≤ 0 −0.18 1.00 −0.64 1.00 6.87 0.00*
PSC1−ORC1 ≤ 0 −2.59 1.00 −4.47 1.00 3.20 0.01*
PSC2−ORC1 ≤ 0 −2.76 1.00 −7.36 1.00 2.50 0.09
PSC3−ORC1 ≤ 0 −3.97 1.00 −4.54 1.00 0.20 1.00
PSC1−ORC2 ≤ 0 −2.87 1.00 −4.35 1.00 −4.00 1.00
PSC2−ORC2 ≤ 0 −3.01 1.00 −7.5 1.00 −3.95 1.00
PSC3−ORC2 ≤ 0 −4.25 1.00 −4.39 1.00 −7.48 1.00
PSC2−PSC1 ≤ 0 −0.42 1.00 −3.77 1.00 −0.43 1.00
PSC3−PSC1 ≤ 0 −1.74 1.00 −0.54 1.00 −3.36 1.00
PSC3−PSC2 ≤ 0 −1.21 1.00 2.95 0.03* −2.54 1.00

*Indicates significant pair of 𝐵𝑅 means with 0.05 level of significance.
conducted with 𝛼 = 0.05, considering higher mean 𝐵𝑅. On Weeks 43,
44, and 45 this test is insignificant and on Weeks 46, 47, and 48,
it is significant as shown in Table 6. On Weeks 46 cell IRC2 - IRC1
≤ 0 is significant (𝑡 = 2.88, 𝑝 = 0.03). With this significant pair, IRC2
cell is BT with 95% confidence level, as it has the highest 𝐵𝑅 mean
as shown in Table 5. On Week 47, PSC3 - PSC2 ≤ 0 is significant
(𝑡 = 2.95, 𝑝 = 0.03), but as 𝐵𝑅 mean of PSC2 and PSC3 is lower
compared to other cells, these cells are not BT. Furthermore, on Week
48, there is significant difference between the pair of cells for ORC2 -
RC1 ≤ 0, ORC2 - IRC1 ≤ 0, IRC2 - IRC1 ≤ 0, and PSC1 - ORC1 ≤ 0

(𝑡 = 6.87, 𝑝 = 0.00 and 𝑡 = 4.12, 𝑝 = 0.00 and 𝑡 = 3.53, 𝑝 = 0.00 and 𝑡 =
3.20, 𝑝 = 0.00). Of all these significant pairs, from Table 5, 𝐵𝑅 means
of cell ORC2 is the highest. A BT cell IRC2 shifted to ORC2 and is able
to detect a shift in BT using utilization-based method.

The detected BT on Week 46 is diagnosed using light signal data
of cells. Before this, SCADA data is mapped with event-log using
respective cell, Start Time and End Time. Apart from SCADA status,
‘‘Waiting for material’’ is derived when the particular cell is waiting
for material. For a selected week, effective and ineffective processing
times are analyzed. Further exploration of the 𝐵𝑅 cause is determined
y respective contributions such as waiting for material, waiting for an
perator, and failure, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 shows the BT cell IRC2 and ORC2 for week 46. The diagnos-
ic analysis of signal data shows that the cell is not producing during
ts time horizon. The signal diagnosis shows that the cell is waiting for
aterial and operator.

Assembly activity performed on MP1 and MP2 assumed availability
f all components. Cells are targeted for improvement based on activity
101
𝐵𝑅, and higher 𝐵𝑅 resources are selected for improvement opportuni-
ties. Cells IRC2, MP1 and MP2 are selected for 5% improvement, which
is measured in terms of products per week. It is observed that the 𝐵𝑅
of cells decreased by the improvement initiatives and is reflected on
the products per hour plot coming from MP1 and MP2.

Non-parametric one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test is performed
to compare TH differences after improvement. As the 𝑝-value 0.0039
(< 𝛼 = 0.05), it can be concluded that there is a statistically significant
difference between pre- and post-throughput improvements. In other
words, the difference between post- and pre-throughput improvement
was greater than zero.

4.3.1. Comparison with active period method
As summarized in Table 1, multiple BT detection methods exist

in the literature. Among these, only the active period method has
some resemblance to our current approach in terms of how SCADA
data (asset monitoring) is processed, which makes a fair comparison
possible to some extent. Therefore, we have chosen to only compare
these two methods. Other BT detection methods either require sources
of data that are currently not available from the manufacturing facility
considered in this study, or involve certain assumptions whose real-
world effects can only be understood through a more elaborate study.
Therefore, we defer comparisons with other methods to a future study.

The proposed utilization-based method is compared with the ac-
tive period method calculated using the following equation, proposed
by Roser et al. [26] and used by Subramaniyan et al. [32].

Active Period = 100 ∗
(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 ) (2)

𝑇 𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
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Fig. 7. Diagnostic analytics for the bottleneck resources.
Fig. 8. Sole and shifting bottleneck comparison according to Busy Ratio and Active Period method.
Here, active period refers to ‘Producing’, ‘Failure’, and ‘Not Produc-
ing’ categories of the signal data, whereas the total period is the sum
of the active and inactive periods. Fig. 8 shows sole and shifting BT
weekly for the two methods. It reveals that the active period fluctuates
more than the utilization-based BR method. The upper graph shows
that according to our approach, Cell IRC2 is first BT, and it shifts
to ORC2 during the week 47. The lower graph shows that according
to the active period method, the BT shifts across cells PSC3, IRC1,
IRC2 and again IRC1. The difference between the two methods can
102
be explained from the fact that the active period method only utilizes
SCADA data (asset monitoring), while our proposed approach also
incorporates ERP data (production planning) as well as MES data
(process execution). Consider a situation when a particular cell has
failed, but there are no jobs to be processed on it. Since, the active
period method only relies on SCADA data, it sees that cell as a BT,
even during periods when it does not need to be operational. This is
the reason why BT, as identified by this method, constantly shifts. On
the other hand, our utilization-based approach, is capable of levering
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Fig. 9. Dashboard interface showing descriptive analytics for bottleneck detection.
MES data to determine exactly how long the machine is engaged in
actual production, which makes it much more reliable in detecting BT.
The SCADA data is utilized for diagnosis of the detected BT.

4.4. User entity

An interactive dashboard is developed using the Shiny package in
R [60], which takes event-log data in CSV format. The data can be
reviewed in the tab Review Reference Data as shown in Fig. 9.

n the Bottleneck Detection tab, a user can select any period
weeks or days) within the uploaded file. 𝐵𝑅 descriptive analytics
103

re presented as a box plot. If all 𝐵𝑅 medians are less than one,
then it can be said that all cells are not fully busy. The instance-
wise 𝐵𝑅 can be analyzed using As-is Busy Ratio instance
wise, which shows that 𝐵𝑅 is fluctuating as indicated by the trend
line. For the selected week, diagnostic analysis can be performed to
determine state contribution indicating cell 𝐵𝑅 cause as shown in
Fig. 7. Furthermore, after analyzing the cause of BT, Pre- and Post-
Throughput Comparison tab helped to determine TH improvement
possibilities as shown in Fig. 10. The selected combination shows a
plot for Products per week, indicating a significant improvement
opportunity. The tab also gives insights about Busy ratio pre- and

post-improvement.
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Fig. 10. Dashboard interface showing throughput improvement opportunities for decision-making.
5. Discussions

In this section, we discuss the research contributions and practical
implications of our proposed framework.
104
5.1. Research contributions

This paper contributes to the literature on BT analysis methods
by proposing a framework for DT based detection, diagnosis, and
improvement of TH BT. This novel approach eliminates the need of
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expert knowledge for building a simulation model and perform BT
analysis. Instead, this paper introduces how existing shop-floor data can
be utilized to generate to use the event-log that can in turn be used
to build a DT through process mining, thus eliminating the need for
manual modeling of complex industrial systems.

With the widespread adoption of digitalization, there is an increas-
ing emphasis on the development on DTs for process and operations
throughout the value chain. The approaches proposed in this paper,
starting from using shop-floor data, including data processing, integra-
tion, model development, and TH improvement, contribute to method-
ological research on practical implementation of DT based BT analysis.
The framework’s effectiveness is also demonstrated by applying it to
a real application involving complex routing for assembling different
variants of ball bearings. The proposed BT analysis approach has pro-
vided the company with valuable insights into various improvement
opportunities on the shop-floor.

5.2. Implications for industry practitioners

The proposed DT first analyzes event-log which generate an abstract
process map. Then, this abstracted dynamic process map is able to
detect sole and shifting BT using the utilization-based method, which
is further used for the activity’s 𝐵𝑅 diagnosis. Finally, the proposed DT
can be used to perform TH improvement experiments, and it is observed
that post-improvement activity significantly affects OME TH. From the
above, below are implications for industrial practitioners.

• Customers’ ever-changing demands are fulfilled by utilizing the
existing resources optimally. However, managers need to know
which resource impacts the manufacturing system’s productiv-
ity. Here, 𝐵𝑅-based BT detection detects sole and shifting BT
impacting a minimum TH improvement of 10% in the exist-
ing system, thus encouraging DT adoption, and impacting the
bottom line and sustainability. However, more scenarios and
experiments are needed to validate the generalizability of the
proposed methodology.

• The digital transformation of manufacturing opens new possibili-
ties to utilize the wealth of enterprise information obtained from
production planning, process execution, and asset monitoring
data. This information into knowledge can be converted using de-
scribing, diagnosing, predicting, and optimizing a manufacturing
system.

• The use of event-log helps to close the gap between the value
of data across all manufacturing resources to make any simula-
tion or DT model. Enterprise, by default, captures object-centric
event-log, which needs to convert into process-centric to track
all components of an assembled product for the generation of a
dynamic process map.

• An end user working with an existing system needs to know a BT
resource and its cause. Subsequently, they should take necessary
improvement actions based on the cause to increase TH of an
existing system

. Conclusions and future research

Detecting and managing BT is essential for decision-making in a
omplex manufacturing system. A DT framework is developed for deter-
ining BT, analyzing BT, finding TH improvement opportunities, and

ecommending necessary actions. Importantly, the utilization-based BT
ethod can detect both sole and shifting BT using simple calculations.
his framework highlights how a wealth of multi-source data generated
y organizational resources be utilized using data merging, feature
eneration, and detailed analysis on a given objective, helping to
ridge the gap between process and data science for productivity and
ustainability improvement in organizations. The framework is verified
n a real-world application and helps the industry’s long-term goal of
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sustainability. The framework is automated using open-source software,
and the dashboard is created for the organization to track, diagnose,
and improve the BT resources in real time.

Therefore, understanding process and data science, as well as their
interaction, appears rewarding for organizational long-term sustainabil-
ity objectives. This may be important as further expectations of return
on industrial digitalization.

The framework proposed in this paper currently implements de-
scriptive and diagnostic aspects of bottleneck analysis, while also al-
lowing the study of various what-if improvement scenarios. In the
future, we intend to incorporate predictive analytics into this frame-
work by implementing machine learning methods that can predict
order quantities and failure events. This could potentially allow an
early detection of shifting bottlenecks. A further extension involves
incorporating prescriptive analytics through the use of multi-objective
optimization methods to generate Pareto-optimal solutions containing
different sets of improvements. Here, for any desired level of through-
put, a decision maker will be able to pick a solution with minimal
number of improvements.
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